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Saturn Ergonomics was founded by Murray Gibson, PE, CPE in 
2015. In addition to providing practical ergonomics consulting 
services, Saturn Ergonomics delivers innovative ergonomics 
technology solutions.

ABOUT
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Murray began his career applying ergonomics as a plant-level and 
corporate-level ergonomics engineer for The Torrington Company, 
a division of Ingersoll-Rand. He designed and implemented an 
ergonomics process across 14 manufacturing locations. Murray 
learned first-hand that in order to get results applying ergonomics, 
it is vital for ergonomics tools and process to be practical and 
user-friendly.

Following his experiences in industry, Murray worked as an 
ergonomics consultant at Auburn Engineers and Aon Global Risk 
Consulting, completing projects in over 150 companies. 
Frustrated by the limitations of existing ergonomics application 
technologies, Murray considered starting his own company … 
and making a commitment to develop innovative ergonomics 
technology solutions. Following discussions with industry 
ergonomists to better define their technology needs, Murray 
launched Saturn Ergonomics in 2015 ,,, and has never looked 
back.

In addition to leading Saturn Ergonomics, Murray is a PhD 
student in Auburn University’s Department of Industrial & 
Systems Engineering. Auburn University student workers play a 
significant role in Saturn Ergonomics’ technology innovation, 
research, and software development.



TECHNOLOGY

Technology innovations of Saturn Ergonomics are rapidly gaining 
traction in the ergonomics community. Evaluation models 
authored or co-authored by Murray Gibson have been included 
in panel discussions at international ergonomics conferences.  

• AEC (Applied Ergonomics Conf.), 2019 - New Orleans, LA 

• IEA (International Ergonomics Assoc.), 2018 - Florence Italy 

• ACE (Association of Canadian Ergonomists), 2017 - Banff, 
Alberta Canada.
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Saturn Ergonomics utilizes modern multi-task ergonomics 
evaluation models, including 

• RCRA, Recommended Cumulative Recovery Allowance 
(Gibson & Potvin, 2016) is a versatile, multi-task model for 
evaluating localized muscle fatigue. 

• MAEIS, Maximum Acceptable Effort for an Isolated 
Subtask (Gibson & Potvin, 2017) is a multi-task model used 
to determine the acceptable limit for a force, given similar 
(but different) forces occurring within the same work cycle. 

• Fatigue-Failure is a family of ergonomics evaluation models 
developed by Auburn University. These multi-task models 
have been validated to predict injury risk for lifting (LiFFT™, 
Gallagher et al, 2017), distal upper extremity forces 
(DUET™, Gallagher et al, 2018), and shoulder forces (The 
Shoulder Tool™, © Dania Bani Hani et al, 2019).  

Saturn Ergonomics continues to advance the application of 
these new ergonomics evaluation technologies. 

Single-task limitations …
Ergonomic evaluation models and risk assessment tools have 
traditionally been single-task models. Single-task models 
assume that the exposure levels of force, posture, and 
repetition/duration are constant (i.e., the worker does the same 
thing every time).
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When applying a single-task evaluation or risk assessment 
model, the practitioner is presented with a difficult decision … 
What exposure level to use? There are two conventional 
approaches. One is to use the average exposure level. The 
other is to take the conservative route and use the worst case 
exposure level.

But neither approach truly represents the variation in physical 
exposures (force, posture, and repetition/duration) experienced 
by the worker. Using the average exposure understates the 
problem, while using the worst case exposure overstates it.  

Saturn Ergonomics relies upon modern multi-task ergonomic 
evaluation technologies. These new multi-task models 
overcome the limitations of single-task models. 

TECHNOLOGY … continued

But in real jobs, people don’t do the same thing every time! 
Exposure level and duration of forces and awkward postures vary 
over the work cycle. The force required to complete one step of a 
job may be greater, or less, than the force required to complete 
another step. Also, some forces require more time to complete 
than other forces. Real work is multi-task in nature… people do 
different things.
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TECHNOLOGY … continued
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Multi-task ergonomics evaluation models enable us to 

• Calculate cumulative exposure metrics when employees 
rotate into different jobs/stations over the shift. 

• Establish daily exposure limits for time spent working at an 
individual job/station, or combinations of jobs/stations. 

• Demonstrate the benefit of small, incremental 
improvements. 

• Simulate how changes to operational metrics such as cycle 
time, shift duration, and overtime will impact ergo-related 
metrics. 

Also, multi-task ergonomics evaluation models provide higher 
“analysis resolution”, enabling more targeted solutions.

Multi-task advantages …

Insightful analysis leads to more effective solutions! 

With multi-task evaluation models, it’s possible to evaluate 
different levels of force, posture, and repetition/duration … in a 
single calculation! And these new models provide additional 
advantages.
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CONSULTING

Consulting services provided by Saturn Ergonomics are 
designed to get results at the plant or corporate level. We merge 
tried and true ergonomic fundamentals with state of the art 
application technologies. 
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ergoCRASH-COURSE™ is a one-day (7 hr) training course 
providing your team the knowledge, skills and tools necessary to 
resolve ergonomic-related problems in-house. Course content is 
organized around a proven four-step ergonomics problem 
solving process.

Training

ergoCRASH-COURSE™ provides trainees a suite of MS 
Excel™ tools. These tools are integrated into the course content, 
and provide a smart alternative to costly software subscriptions. 

• Prioritize-It™ rapidly prioritizes ergo-related problems 
• EJMS-Pro™ is an ergonomics risk assessment tool/

database 
• Evaluate-It™ documents ergonomic risk factors & root 

causes 
• Solve-It™ generates and compares solution alternatives 
• Implement-It™ tracks ergo projects & manages team 

progress 
• Document-It™ documents solutions & communicates 

results  

These MS Excel™ tools can be customized to meet your team’s 
needs.

ergoCRASH-COURSE™ concludes with a hands-on practicum 
exercise where trainees apply what they learned in the classroom 
to real problems in your operation.



CONSULTING … continued
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basicANALYSIS utilizes tried and true ergonomic problem 
solving techniques to identify ergonomic risk factors and develop 
solution recommendations. This service includes  

• Onsite evaluation of jobs/tasks by a CPE (Certified 
Professional Ergonomist), typically requiring 1-2 hrs per job/
task evaluated. 

• Report summarizing key ergonomic risk factors and providing 
a range of solution alternatives 

• Solution concept drawings to communicate novel solution 
concepts 

• Prioritized cost benefit analysis of each solution 
recommendations 

basicANALYSIS is often the right choice when you have many 
problems to address and need actionable solutions … fast! 

Analysis
modernERGO™ is a one-day (7 hr) training course where 
participants learn the practical application of state-of-the-art 
ergonomic evaluation tools, including 

• RCRA, Recommended Cumulative Recovery Allowance 
(Gibson & Potvin, 2016) is a versatile, multi-task model for 
evaluating localized muscle fatigue. 

• MAEIS, Maximum Acceptable Effort for an Isolated Subtask 
(Gibson & Potvin, 2017) is a multi-task model used to determine 
the acceptable limit of a force, given similar (but different) forces 
occurring within the same work cycle. 

• Fatigue-Failure is a family of ergonomics evaluation models 
developed by Auburn University. These multi-task models have 
been validated to predict injury risk for lifting (LiFFT™, Gallagher et 
al, 2017), distal upper extremity forces (DUET™, Gallagher et al, 
2018), and shoulder forces (The Shoulder Tool™, © Dania Bani 
Hani et al, 2019). 

modernERGO™ teaches your team to get results applying these 
exciting new multi-task evaluation models. Following the training, 
your team has continued access to our useful web apps. 

In addition to ergoCRASH-COURSE™ and modernERGO™, 
Saturn Ergonomics provides other training courses including 

• Office Ergonomics Problem Solving 

• Employee/Supervisor Ergonomics Awareness 

• Ergonomics Behavioral Change Process 

Don’t have the time, expertise, or bandwidth to address your 
ergonomics challenges? Or, need help tackling your more 
challenging problems? Then let us take care of your ergo 
evaluation/assessment needs.

Our analysis service will diagnose the problem and develop a 
range of actionable solution recommendations. We provide two 
levels of analysis, basicANALYSIS and advancedANALYSIS.



CONSULTING … continued
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advancedANALYSIS utilizes state of the art, multi-task ergonomic 
evaluation models including 

• RCRA, Recommended Cumulative Recovery Allowance (Gibson & 
Potvin, 2016) 

• MAEIS, Maximum Acceptable Effort for an Isolated Subtask 
(Gibson & Potvin, 2017). 

• Fatigue-Failure is a family of ergonomics evaluation models 
developed by Auburn University.
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The advancedANALYSIS service includes 

• Onsite evaluation by a CPE (Certified Professional Ergonomist). 

• Detailed report with charts & graphs communicating impact of 
specific variables (job steps, task location, product make/model, 
item weight, etc.) on analysis metrics. 

• Targeted solutions recommendations designed to optimally 
improve analysis metrics. 

• Solution concept drawings to communicate novel solution 
concepts 

• Prioritized cost benefit analysis of each solution

Using these new multi-task evaluation model, we can 

• Calculate cumulative exposure metrics when employees rotate 
into different jobs/stations over the shift. 

• Establish daily exposure limits for time spent working at an 
individual job/station, or combinations of jobs/stations. 

• Simulate impact of solution recommendation on metrics. 

• Simulate how changes to operational metrics such as cycle time, 
shift duration, and overtime might impact ergo-related metrics. 

And multi-task ergo evaluation models provide higher “analysis resolution”, 
enabling more targeted solutions.



RESEARCH

In addition to leading Saturn Ergonomics, Murray Gibson is a 
non-traditional PhD student in the Department of Industrial & 
Systems Engineering at Auburn University. Murray’s research 
interests rapidly grew as Saturn Ergonomics pursued innovative 
ergonomics technology solutions, and becoming a part-time 
PhD student was a natural fit. 
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Current innovation/research projects at Saturn Ergonomics 
include  

• Five New MAE-based Equations 
• Simulated Ergonomics Evaluation 
• Dynamic Biomechanics Modeling 
• Smartphone Ergonomics SLR (Systematic Literature Review) 
• Force Estimation Technology

Murray has collaborated with researchers and students in the 
United States, Canada, Poland, and Iran.

Murray routinely serves as a guest lecturer at Auburn University’s 
Samual Ginn College of Engineering and Harbert College of 
Business.



LOCATION

Our offices are located in the heart of downtown Auburn, 
Alabama, walking distance from the Auburn University campus. 
This location enables us to host industry visitors and maintain a 
collaborative relationship with Auburn University faculty and 
students.
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Saturn Ergonomics Consulting, LLC

311 N. College Street 

Auburn, AL 36820 

murray@saturnergonomics.com 
(334) 502-3562
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